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Promoting Digital Literacy, Digital Citizenship 
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The Digital World 
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Our digital world – 

influences our lives 

What does a young child or teenager understand 

about the online world? 
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The Internet – developing an understanding 

What the online world provides 

Virtual worlds, 

gaming, social 

networks, 

forums, 

messenger 

services… 

Diverse spaces, 

services &communities 

Opportunities for 

self-expression, 

global conversation; 

connection, 

friendship, learning 

Ephemeral 

Messaging  
More ways to chat and 

stay connected 

YouTubers 
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The Internet – like a global city 

Visualising the Internet 

 Social Media and Communication 

Technologies 

 

 Other Collaborative and Content 

Creation Technologies 

 

 Networking and Showcasing 

Technologies 

 

 Software - free or affordable tools 

 

Access to content, services, people, 

communities, networks, businesses, 

software (as a creator or consumer) 
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Internet –  

Like a Global City 
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Refers to the critical understanding, knowledge and skills needed to 

be an effective and empowered digital citizen, able to find, assess, 

create, consume and share online content critically and effectively; 

also able to communicate and participate online effectively.   

 

Being digitally literate goes beyond having functional skills. It must 

encompass an understanding of information flow, networks, trust 

and privacy across a diverse range of communities, services and 

platforms connected globally - often with differing agendas, 

cultures, economic and political systems. Being digitally literate 
means one is able to use digitally connected platforms proficiently, 

insightfully in ways that bring benefit. 

 

@sangeet 

Digital Literacy  
(and the importance of defining what we mean) 
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The Internet – like a global city 

How to connect with my friends 

and family, express myself whilst 

maintaining my privacy? 

What are the best sites in the city? 

What dangers must I avoid?  

Can I recognise risk? 

Am I aware of my audience? 

Can I assess information online? 

Public and private communication 

– how digital data can get shared, 
accidentally or intentionally. 

What laws govern the city? 

What do I do when things go wrong 

– where do I get help and support? 
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Taken from: https://core-evidence.eu/updating-the-4cs-of-online-risk/  

A framework for classifying risks for children & young people 

Cyberbullying/ 

Trolling/ Hate 

Speech/ Libel 

Plagiarism 

Addiction 

‘Nudes/ 

sexting’ 

Sextortion/ 

Blackmail 

Life 

Balance 

Over Sharing 

Scams, Fraud 

Identity Theft, 
eCrime 

Revenge Porn 

Reputation 

Management 

Radicalisation 

Pro -self-harm/ 

suicide material 

Internet: Headline Risks & Challenges for Young & Old 

Dangerous 

Content 

Fake News 

CSAE 

Body Image 

Pressures 

Grooming 

Peer Pressure 
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Example of an Online Challenge - Fake News 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/topics/cjxv13v27dyt/fake-news  

 
Examples: How videos and photos are used to spread Fake 
News – please explore the video in the BBC news clip below 

 

https://www.wired.com/2016/12/photos-

fuel-spread-fake-news/  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/technology-

50381728/the-fake-video-where-johnson-and-

corbyn-endorse-each-other 
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UK Legal FrameworkRacial and Religious 

Hatred Act 2006  
Criminal Justice Act 2003 

Sexual Offences Act 2003  

Communications Act 2003 (section 127)  

Data Protection Act 1998 
The Computer Misuse Act 1990 (sections 1 - 3) 

Malicious Communications Act 1988 (section 1)  

Copyright, Design and Patents Act 1988  

Public Order Act 1986 (sections 17 — 29)  

Obscene Publications Act 1959 and 1964 

Protection from Harassment Act 1997  

Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000  

Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008 

Education and Inspections Act 2006 

The Serious Crime Act 2015 Section 67 

Educators, families, practitioners, children and young people 
need to understand laws online – some examples below 

UK Legal FrameworkRacial and 

Religious Hatred Act 2006  
The Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 

Protecting Children from Anti-

Radicalisation:  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publi
cations/protecting-children-from-

radicalisation-the-prevent-duty  

 

Some content taken from the Kent e-

Safety Policy Template: 
http://www.kenttrustweb.org.uk/UserFiles/CW

/File/Childrens_Services/Childrens_Safeguards
_Service/esafety/e-

Safety_policy_template_2012.pdf  

 Revenge Porn Law 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fil

e/405286/revenge-porn-factsheet.pdf  

 

 Crown Prosecution Service Guidance on Social Media Use 

http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/a_to_c/communications_sent_via_social_media/  

 

 Dealing with Sexting Incidents – Guidance from UKCIS (and Welsh Govt): 

 

Wales:  
https://hwb.gov.wales/api/storage/6ad01b82-3a2c-4bf4-bd21-f5bac42655a4/sharing-

nudes-and-semi-nudes-guidance-for-education-settings-in-wales-final-english-011220.pdf 
(updated Dec 2020)  

 

England: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sharing-nudes-and-semi-nudes-advice-for-
education-settings-working-with-children-and-young-people (updated Dec 2020)  

Other UK Initiatives 
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A story 

Copyright © WISE KIDS 2021. All Rights Reserved. 

Knowledge alone is not enough 

Copyright © WISE KIDS 2021. All Rights Reserved. 
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Critical thinking – Resilience – Wellbeing 

Kindness, Care 

Developing the ‘Whole Child’ 

Copyright © WISE KIDS 2021. All Rights Reserved. 

For full article, see: https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/273226/  

….We suggest that the common classification of the UN 

Convention on the Rights of the Child into Provision, 

Protection and Participation rights (Cantwell, 1993) can 

provide the basis for such strategies, in which the 

protection of children and young people, the provision 

of appropriate services, spaces and support, and the 

participation of children and young people in shaping 

opportunities and managing their own safety….. 

UNCRC – 3Ps – Protection, Provision, Participation 

Rethinking responses to children and young people’s online lives 

Davies, Timothy G, Bhullar, Sangeet and Dowty, Terri (2011)  

At EU Kids Online 2 - Final Conference EU Kids Online 2 

https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/273226/
https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/273226/
https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/273226/
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Key Strands: 

Digital Literacy            Digital Citizenship           Character,  

                                                                     Values, Wellbeing 
Copyright © WISE KIDS 2021. All Rights Reserved. 

Digital Citizens 

The Framework, which has been developed by teachers from Pioneer Schools, supported by 

external experts, has 4 strands of equal importance, each with a number of elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copyright © WISE KIDS 2021. All Rights Reserved. 

Wales: In the new curriculum, a digital competence framework 
Taken from: http://learning.gov.wales/resources/browse-all/digital-competence-framework/?lang=en  

Citizenship – which includes: 

• Identity, image and reputation 

• Health and well-being 

• Digital rights, licensing and 

ownership 

• Online behaviour and 
cyberbullying. 

Interacting and collaborating – which 

includes: 

• Communication 

• Collaboration 

• Storing and sharing 

 
Producing – which includes: 

 
• Planning, sourcing and searching 

• Creating 
• Evaluating and improving. 

 

Data and computational thinking – which 
includes: 

 
• Problem solving and modelling 

• Data and information literacy 

Schools and settings should familiarise themselves 

with the framework, agreeing their strategic vision 
for cross-curricular digital competence and 

consider how to translate this into practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://learning.gov.wales/resources/browse-all/digital-competence-framework/?lang=en
http://learning.gov.wales/resources/browse-all/digital-competence-framework/?lang=en
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Key Strands: 

Digital Literacy            Digital Citizenship           Character,  

                                                                     Values, Wellbeing 
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Creating a whole-school culture of digital wellbeing and 
digital citizenship 

 Risk is NOT the same as Harm 

 

 For wellbeing, we need young people to recognise risk and  

take positive action;  

 

 Don’t assume, need to understand THEIR experience -> Non-judgement is key 

 

 Involve young people authentically (ask, listen & co-create solutions/ workshops) 

 

 Understand the context of ‘digital’ – not about ‘online safety’ per se – but about 
Healthy Relationships, Peer Pressure, Knowledge, Understanding. For e.g. in healthy 

relationships, to recognise what is healthy/unhealthy, boundaries, consent, choice, 

respect. Also recognise how manipulation, shame, blackmail is used to trick/trap 

 
 Involve young people through story telling, quizzes, drama, role-play, games 

 

 Develop critical thinking & inspire young people to create a positive digital footprint 

Key messages when working with children 

& young people 

Copyright © WISE KIDS 2021. All Rights Reserved. 
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Resources for further exploration: https://padlet.com/wisekidsuk/moodnetwork  

Password: moodnetwork  

Future Research Priorities 

Text Copyright © WISE KIDS 2021. All Rights Reserved. 

What are the factors that affect young 

people’s resilience to risk online? 

 

How do young people wish to be engaged to 

develop their digital literacy and agency?  

 

What are the critical digital literacies young 

people need to thrive? 

https://padlet.com/wisekidsuk/moodnetwork
https://padlet.com/wisekidsuk/moodnetwork
https://padlet.com/wisekidsuk/moodnetwork
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Contact: sangeet@wisekids.org.uk   

 

Website: www.wisekids.org.uk 

 

Resource Website: https://padlet.com/wisekidsuk/moodnetwork  

Password: moodnetwork 

 

Reflections Padlet: https://padlet.com/wisekidsuk/moodnetworkreflections  

Password: moodnetwork 

 

Twitter: @sangeet 

Thank you! 

Image on slide 5,6 from: https://www.flickr.com/photos/sjcockell/4684828794/  

Creative Commons License (CC BY- 2.0)  
 
 

 

Image Credits 
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